Abstracts

Abstract EP235 Figure 1 Ultrasound guided needle placement

Conclusions PNS is an effective and safe option for the treatment of chronic pain, and we present a report of successful treatment of PHN in a particularly difficult anatomic distribution. PNS of the lesser occipital and greater auricular nerves is a novel treatment for PHN and shows promise as an effective, safe therapy when other treatment fails.

Abstract EP236 Figure 1 PRISMA flow diagram of identification, screening, and inclusion of studies through Covidence

Conclusions Regional anesthesia for TRS is understudied, which may be attributable to pervasive marginalization of transgender individuals. However, the limited existing literature does support regional anesthesia techniques as an effective option for TRS.

Abstract EP237 Does erector spinae plane block improve respiratory outcomes in adults with rib fractures?

Conclusions The incidence of rib fractures has increased by 43.7% from 1990 to 4.11 million in 2019. Hypoperfusion due to pain and damaged lung tissue as a result of rib fractures leads to respiratory complications such as pneumonia which is associated with increased mortality. The aims of this review are to compare to other regional anaesthetic techniques